HONOR PROFESSORS—Mrs. Muriel McCulla Price, (left), and H. K. Riley (right), have received honor professorships at Southwestern Louisiana Institute in recognition of their outstanding service. Mrs. Price, professor of English, was appointed to the Edith Garland Dupre Professorship in Humanities. Riley, professor of horticulture and head of the Department of Plant Industry, was appointed to the Edwin Lewis Stephens Professorship in Science.

Two Southwestern instructors receive honorary professorships

Two Southwestern Louisiana Institute professors, with a total of over half a century of service to the Southwest Louisiana youth, have received honor professorships at Southwestern.

Mrs. Muriel McCulla Price, professor of English, received the Edith Garland Dupre Professorship.

Western and the Master's degree from Cornell University. She has also studied at the Breadloaf School, Middlebury, Vermont; Tulane University, and New York University, as well as in Europe and England. She joined the faculty of Southwestern in 1937.

Professor Riley joined the faculty in 1931. He holds the Bachelor of Science degree from Louisiana State University, the Master's degree from Iowa State College, and has done other postgraduate study at Purdue University and Texas A. & M. College.
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SLI Honors 2 Faculty Members For Distinguished Scholarship

Two Southwestern Louisiana Institute professors, with a total of over half a century of service to the Southwest Louisiana youth, have received honor professorships at Southwestern.

Mrs. Muriel McCulla Price, professor of English, received the Edith Garland Dupre professorship in humanities, and H. K. Riley, professor of horticulture and head of the Department of Plant Industry, received the Edwin Lewis Stephens professorship in science.

The awards, made by the Institute with approval by the State Board of Education, "recognize superior scholarship, and long, effective, and fruitful teaching service on the college faculty. The recipients must have displayed distinguished service, and have indicated through scholarly pursuits, superiority in the areas appropriate to the appointments."

Mrs. Price received the Bachelor of Arts degree from Southwestern, and the Master's degree from Cornell University. She has also studied at the Byrdwood School.

Riley joined the faculty in 1931. He holds the Bachelor of Science degree from Louisiana State University, the Master's degree from Iowa State College, and has done other post-graduate study at Purdue University and Texas A. & M. College.